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Delhi has a rich history and has witnessed the historical changes on its land. The city of Delhi is one
of the rapidly growing and modernizing cities of India since the independence. The city has  a lot of
historical places, which are also tourist attraction places. The city is divided into a number of zones,
sectors and phases. One will never regret to be a part of this smartly progressing city. The city is
well known as â€˜Delhi dilwaalon kiâ€™.The city is also the main land of the political field, I mean all the
parliament,rajya sabha,and other types of political arenas are present in the city.

If you are relocating to or planning to settle in this part of the country, well than there are a lot of
options and choices in this city in any field. Numerous job opportunities,A1 residential locations,
world best Metro transport services, public amenities and many more advantages. You could also
get hundreds of prestigious and student friendly education institutes,schools,colleges and
Universities. The city is home to some of the world recognized Universities. For instance the Delhi
University, Jawaharlal Nehru University,Jamia Milia Islamia, Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha
University, National Law University,Jamia Hamdard and Indira Gandhi Open University.

The schools in the city are either affiliated with CBSE or ICSE Board. The schools here are either
run by government or they are run by some private oganisation.You could easily find different types
of schools here, like the international schools, the world schools, Public schools, residential schools,
and even kindergarten or the nursery schools.One of the well known schools of the city is the Pukie
Pie A Pre School, its location is B-196,Mount Kailash, East of Kailash, New Delhi. This is a nursery
school with classes from play school till UKG.The school has a home like environment and very
interesting and holistic academic program. The school envisions creating world class future leaders,
who could take right decision in every field they serve. The school has spacious classes and air
conditioned rooms. The school has a large playground for outdoor activities and other sports related
games. Not just this, the school has also provided different activity rooms for various activities. The
school has a toy room full with sufficient amount of toys for the small kids.

The school has always encouraged its students to explore and then exploit their skills to give them
the best possible future. The school has a dedicated and understanding lot of teachers. The school
has interactive learning system to give them a dynamic education for all round progress. The school
also provides mid day meal to the students. There is no safety problem as the school has foolproof
security system for the protection of the students. As the city is no safe in the case of pollution so
the school has already made the school environment green and fresh to keep the pollution at bay.

The school has glorious as hundreds of students have graduated from this school .The school 
satisfies all the needs of todayâ€™s generationâ€™s students.
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Raj - About Author:
This piece of writing has been written by a school advisor of OnlineSchoolAdmissions.Com - a
gateway that caters price free advice to parents and schools for quick and ease online school
admission. Parents can locate a World Schools in Delhi or a List of School in India from the
authentic list of schools and can apply to the schools of their choice online. Parents can search for a
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List of Boarding school in Delhi as well as per their desire and can fill out school registration forms
via online.
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